Happy Feb. 29 birthday
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Leap year… an extra day and a real birthday for those born on Feb. 29.
Obviously, there isn’t anything new about leap years. They come around every four years,
generally just in time for some major election or another. Just what we need, an extra day to
listen to our puffed-out politicians telling us how wonderful they are and just how out-of-touch
their opponents are.
Leap day, Feb. 29, will be found on our Gregorian calendars on most years that can be evenly
divided by four … 2004, 2008, 2012 and 2016.

The exception? Years that can be evenly divided by 100 do not contain the leap day, with
another exception of those years that can be evenly divided by 400, which do contain a leap
day.
And educators wonder why most of us bypass mathematics for an appointment with the dentist.
To explain all of this, mainly to myself, I hit the Internet for some leap day/year information,
which explains that for most years of the “modern” calendar have 365 days; a complete
revolution around the sun takes about 365 days plus six hours. So, every four years, an extra
24 hours has been added to the pot, so to speak, and the extra day is added to coordinate the
count with the sun’s apparent position.
If you really need to be specific, the actual time the earth takes to complete its revolution
around the sun each year is 365 days, 5 hours, 49 minutes and 16 seconds. So, timing can get
a little tricky, but since most of us are sleeping during the adjustment period, there isn’t anything
we can do about it, and it probably won’t do any good anyway.
According to my trusty Internet research, leap year and leap day are distinct from leap second,
which comes from changes in the earth’s rotational speed.
Aren’t you glad you asked?
The real point is to wish everyone who was actually born on Feb. 29 a “happy birthday.” Since
the actual date only comes around once every four years, and then maybe not every four years,
according to the research, our Feb. 29 birthday celebrators can simply enjoy their “real date”
date of birth.
But what about those other years?
Back to the Internet, which explained that birthdays don’t mark the annual arrival of one’s birth
date, but that they are now one year older. And that one year means one complete revolution by
the earth around the sun, or 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes and 46 seconds. I don’t know what
happened to the 365 days, 5 hours, 49 minutes and 16 seconds I just mentioned a few
paragraphs back.
In some places, those born on Feb. 29 will celebrate their birthdays on non-leap years either on
Feb. 28 or on March 1. No rocket science here.
This editorial started out as a simple effort to wish those born on Feb. 29 a happy birthday. I
now have a headache and wish I had paid more attention in both my math and my science
classes.
Happy birthday, anyway. I don’t think the card will arrive in time.
--Allyce Westphal
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